Hello from Alice Asquith,
Founder & Creative Director
I started designing Asquith collections for yoga, Pilates and living in
back in 2002. As a healthy lifestyle lover I’ve been excited to watch the
meteoric rise of the wellbeing and fitness industry. People are more
conscious of what they’re eating, the benefits of exercising and looking
after themselves and the planet.
Women are increasingly wearing activewear every day and the amount
of clothing brands catering for this trend has exploded. In light of this I
believe what has always set Asquith apart is more desirable than ever:
Natural performance fabrics. Our activewear is made with the best
quality organic cotton and bamboo, which are eco-friendly, chemical free
and sustainable. They keep their shape, feel amazingly soft, allow skin to
breath and don’t fade or bobble.
Putting people first. Our activewear is ethically made in our wonderful
European factory — we never compromise human conditions for profit.
Flexibility for busy women. Whilst the collections are designed to
enhance movement, they’re also flattering, comfortable and elegant
enough to wear as part of an everyday wardrobe.
This collection has been inspired by one of my favourite decades for
music and fashion: the 1970s. This era also marked the popularity of yoga
soaring in the West and hugely positive changes for women as feminism
grew across the world. Disco Orange, Lemonade and Deep Purple are
a nod to some of the wonderful colours of that time. A bespoke 70s
lettering features on our Boogie Tee and our new leopard print and
retro star pattern add a touch of awesome to our activewear.
I hope you love it. Alice x
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Our Fabrics
We strive to make a positive impact on the world
whilst producing the best quality activewear.
At the very heart of this lies our natural performance
fabrics that are as soft as they are hard wearing.

Bamboo
Bamboo is a fast growing and environmentally low-impact fabric. It’s
ideal for activewear as it’s naturally anti-bacterial, breathable and wicks
away sweat — helping to regulate your body temperature and allowing
you to stay fresher for longer. It moulds to the body to provide excellent
stretch capabilities and unlike synthetic performance fabrics it is
chemical free and sustainable.

Organic Cotton
A breathable, durable fabric that keeps it shape, doesn’t fade, bobble
or stretch and feels amazing on. Our fabrics are all Oeko-Tex certified
which means they have a low carbon footprint and biodegradable fibres.
Our cotton is also GOTS certified organic — ethically grown, chemical
free and responsibly manufactured.
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Om Leggings

Flow With It Leggings

Live Fast Pants

Smooth You Leggings

Live Fast Pants

LEGGINGS
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Capri Pants

Live Fast Boatneck

Stamina Bra

Stamina Cami

Flow With It Leggings

LEOPARD PRINT
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Ace Vest

Stamina Cami

Radiance Racer

Conqueror Cami

Warrior Racer

Conqueror Cami

VEST TOPS
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Go To Vest

Ace Vest

Go To 3/4 Tee

Smooth You Tee

Be Grace Batwing

Be Grace Batwing

Go To 3/4 Tee

SLEEVE TOPS
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Boogie Tee

Twist Front Cardi

Blissful Wrap

Zip It Sweatshirt

Long Sleeve Batwing

COVER–UPS
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Long Sleeve Boatneck

Blissful Wrap

Heavenly Harem Pants

Wear Everywhere Track Pants

Lotus Cuff Pants

Hero Tie Pants

Long Harem Pants

Go Easy Pants

Heavenly Harem Pants

PANTS
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Bamboo / Organic Cotton Blend Tops

Ace Vest

Live Fast Boatneck

ASQ/AW/75
XS

S

M

ASQ/AW/15
L

XL

XS

S

M

L

Stamina Bra

Stamina Cami

ASQ/AW/83

XL

XS

S

M

L

Conquer Cami

ASQ/AW/81
XL

XS

Fitted vest made with the
Fitted top with a high neckline,
We wanted to create a bra
softest bamboo and organic
support bra and extra long
that offered superior support
cotton blend. The back features
length, so you feel comfortable
versus our built-in bra tops, that
a pretty scoop whilst the extra
in any yoga or Pilates position.
could be worn alone as a sports
AUTUMN / WINTER 2016
length covers hips and gives
With contrast piping andAUTUMN
side / WINTER
bra 2016
or layered underneath our
good coverage - whether
panels to enhance and flatter
vests. Made with our unique
UTUMN / WINTER 2016
inverted or extended. Also
your shape. Made from the
blend of bamboo and organic
perfect for wearing with your
best quality organic cotton and
cotton, with a contrast hem and
everyday wardrobe.
bamboo blend.
straps and a crossover back this is an activewear essential.
leopard
storm grey
cool grey
lemonade leopard disco
print orange storm deep
grey purple cool greyjet black lemonade
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
60%printBamboo,
30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Cotton, 10% Elastane
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
disco orange
purple
leopard
print
storm grey
lemonade Machine
jet black
Machine
wash
30°C cool grey
washdeep
30°C
Cotton, 10% Elastane

S

M

L

XL

XS

S

M

L

ASQ/AW/82
XL

S

M

L

XL

With its high neckline and
inside bra you’ll feel secure in
every posture. Seam detailing
flatters your curves and the
racer back detail enhances
your shoulders.

storm grey
cool grey
60% Bamboo,
30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

leopard print

deep purple

Fitted cami with elegant,
double crossover shoulder
straps at the back and a
medium support built-in bra.
The long body and smooth fit
ensures it stays in place during
yoga and Pilates practice. A
disco orange
deep purple
lemonade perfect
black
activewear
piecejetfor
the gym and everyday.

XS

A fitted cami with elegant
shoulder straps at the back
and under bust detail. The built
in bra offers medium support
and the long body and snug fit
holds you in all postures.

AUTUMN / WINTER 2016

disco orange

Radiance Racer

ASQ/AW/61

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

jet black

Leopard

Lemonade
Jet Black

Jet Black

Leopard

Leopard

Deep Purple
18-3905 TPX

14-4102 TPX

12-0643 TPX

17-1562 TPX

19-2816 TPX

Leopard
18-3905 TPX

Lemonade
18-3905 TPX

Pages
02, 09, 10, 17, 19, 20

14-4102 TPX

12-0643 TPX

17-1562 TPX

Pages
01, 19, 29

14-4102 TPX

12-0643 TPX

17-1562 TPX18-390519-2816
TPX
TPX 14-4102 TPX

12-0643 TPX

17-1562 TPX

19-2816 TPX

19-2816 TPX

Page
15, 19

Pages
11, 19, 20

Pages
05, 06, 07, 08, 20

Pages
10, 14, 20
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Bamboo / Organic Cotton Blend Pants

Live Fast Pants

Om Leggings

ASQ/AW/30
XS

S

M

L

Flow With It Leggings

ASQ/AW/48
XL

XS

S

M

L

Organic Cotton

Capri Pants

ASQ/AW/40
XL

XS

S

M

L

Zip It Sweatshirt

ASQ/AW/79

XL

XS

These flattering slim leg, fitted
pants are made with the softest
organic cotton and bamboo
blend and are perfect for
yoga, Pilates or a workout.
The elasticated, double
depth waistband makes them
extremely comfortable and
secure. The hip and side seam
details have been designed to
flatter all figures .

Fit meets function with these
Flattering, fitted leggings
flattering leggings. The gentle
with a soft elastic waistband,
fold-over waist holds you in
made with the best quality
without restricting movement.
organic cotton. Easy to wear,
2016
The back seam detail andAUTUMN
flat / WINTER
comfortable
and 100% opaque,
sewn seam shaping ensures
they are great for yoga, Pilates,
these fully opaque leggings
a workout or everyday.
are extremely comfortable and
fit you perfectly. Destined to
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
become your favourite leggings
Cotton, 10% Elastane
leopard
print
storm grey
lemonade
for yoga and Pilates.
Machine
wash
30°C cool grey

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

S

M

ASQ/AW/62
L

XL

XS

Flattering, fitted leggings with
a soft elastic waistband, made
with the best quality organic
cotton/bamboo blend. With
AUTUMN / WINTER 2016
cuff detailing at the hem. Easyto-wear, comfortable and 100%
opaque, they are perfect for
yoga, Pilates, a workout or for
wearing everyday.
disco orange

Jet Black

jet black
storm grey
cool grey
60% Bamboo,
30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

deep
purple
leopard
print

lemonade

S

M

L

XL

Loose fit sweatshirt with ribbed
neckline, hem and cuffs and a
rose gold zip. Unzip the sides
to show your top underneath
and cool down. Cosy, soft and
slouchy - a great throw on for
after your practice or wearing
out for coffee.
100% GOTS Organic Cotton
orange Fleece
deep purple
jet black
LoopdiscoBack
Machine wash 30°C
Grey

Leopard

Wear Everywhere
Track Pants
ASQ/AW/43
XS

S

M

L

XL

Easy fitting track pants in
super soft, American fleece.
Featuring a flattering rib
waist and cuffs with elastic,
drawer cord tie and front and
back pocket detail. Extremely
comfortable, they are perfect
for yoga and Pilates, or for
wearing everyday.
100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Loop Back Fleece
Machine wash 30°C

Leopard
Grey

Jet Black

Jet Black
Deep purple

Page
11, 18

Pages
01, 03, 04, 18, 29

18-3905 TPX

Pages
12, 16, 18, 19

14-4102 TPX

12-0643 TPX

17-1562 TPX

19-2816 TPX

Page
19

18-3905 TPX

14-4102 TPX

12-0643 TPX

17-1562 TPX

Pages
16, 22,

19-2816 TPX

Pages
17, 23
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Bamboo Tops

Go To Vest

Go To 3/4 Tee

ASQ/AW/35
XS

S

M

Be Grace Batwing

ASQ/AW/38
L

XL

Slim fitting bamboo vest with a
softly rounded neckline and 1cm
binding at neckline and arm.
This longer length top covers
hips and cleavage is perfect for
layering your activewear with,
or wearing under a jacket or
cardigan everyday.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

ASQ/AW/07
XL

XS

S

M

L

XL

A wardrobe layering essential.
A slim fitting 3/4 sleeve top
which with a softly rounding
neckline and 1cm binding
at neckline and arm and
contrast stripe down the back.
Great for larger bust sizes, if
you’re worried about showing
cleavage, or need a warmer
top to practice in. This longer
length top covers hips and is
perfect for wearing everyday.

Our bestselling top. Gently
shaped, soft neck, batwing
sleeve T in super soft drapey
bamboo fabric. It is fitted at
the hip to stay in place during
yoga or Pilates practice but
also looks great worn day-today. Updated this season with
a 70s star print on the reverse
for a fresh new look. This easy
to wear piece is perfect if you
wish to cover up your tummy.

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Disco Orange
Storm Grey

Smooth You Tee
ASQ/AW/68
XS

S

M

L

XL

Easy-to-wear top in softest
bamboo, with back dart
detailing and a wide waistband
to wear at hip length — perfect
to keep the top in place during
practice or to wear every day.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Storm Grey
Disco Orange

Blissful Wrap

Twist Front Cardi

ASQ/AW/06
XS

S

M

L

XL

An Asquith classic and a firm
bestseller. A versatile, flattering
and comfortable wrap-around
cardigan in softest bamboo
that offers three great looks:
tied at the front, loose at the
sides or tied around the back.
The soft V neckline and cleverly
cut panels are flattering and
provide good coverage, whilst
allowing for great movement.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

ASQ/AW16/01
One size only

Elegant, drapey, twist front
cardigan in soft bamboo jersey.
Wear it four ways for a different
look: twisted high or low, over
your shoulder, or with the twist
at the back to create a flowing
cardigan. An essential layering
piece that flatters everyone.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Black

Cool Grey

Pages
03, 04, 09, 13, 16, 20

Deep Purple /
Disco Orange stripe

Cool Grey /
Deep Purple Star

Disco Orange /
Deep Purple stripe

Deep Purple /
Lemonade Star

Pages
16, 21

Pages
03, 04, 21

Deep Purple

Pages
12, 21

Pages
13, 14, 22

Pages
05, 06, 07, 22
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Bamboo Pants

Heavenly Harem Pants
ASQ/AW/27
XS

S

M

L

XL

Our bestselling pants. Relaxed
fit, 7/8 length harem pants
in soft bamboo jersey. Deep
elasticated cuffs that stay in
place during yoga practice.
Flattering cut, (which conceals
a multitude of sins!) with
gathering detail and pockets.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Jet Black

Hero Tie Pants

Smooth You Leggings

ASQ/AW/09
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/AW/25
XL

Super soft, drapey bamboo
jersey trousers. Perfect
antidote for tricky leg length
issues as they have side ties at
the hem in self fabric, meaning
they can be worn tied up at the
knee or tied at the ankle, so
whatever your leg length, they
fit. The soft elastic at the waist
gently hold you in and provide
added comfort.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Disco Orange

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted, full-length leggings
with integrated fold-over skirt
to cover your bottom and
provide extra coverage. Made
with comfortable, breathable
bamboo that has excellent
stretch capabilities, making
them a perfect dynamic pant.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Jet Black

Lotus Cuff Pants
ASQ/AW/18
XS

S

M

L

You won’t want to take these
super soft, drapey Bamboo
jersey trousers off! These
unbelievably comfortable
trousers have contrast colour
detail at the waist and side
leg in self-fabric and are the
perfect cure for leg length
issues. The soft elastic and
slight foldover flatter the waist
and provides extra comfort.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Storm Grey
Jet Black

XL

Go Easy Pants
XS

S

Pages
05, 06, 07, 08, 17, 23

M

L

ASQ/AW/74
XL

Relaxed fit pants in softest
bamboo jersey. With a
supportive deep roll down
waistband long enough to
cover your bottom, they’re the
ultimate in comfort, as well as
being supremely flattering.
For yoga, Pilates, lounging
and travel – where them
everywhere!
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

XL

A longer version of our
bestselling Harem pants.
Relaxed fit, full-length pants
made with the softest bamboo
jersey. With deep elasticated
ruched cuffs that stay in
place during yoga and Pilates
practice. Flattering cut, (which
conceals a multitude of sins!)
with gathering detail and side
pockets. A wardrobe essential.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Jet Black
Storm Grey

Jet Black

Deep Purple

Pages
09, 23

Long Harem Pants

ASQ/AW/14

Storm Grey

Pages
14, 18

Pages
13, 23

Page
23

Pages
02, 10, 15, 23
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Cotton Slub Jersey Tops

Extra–Fine Cotton Jersey Tops

Warrior Racer

Long Sleeve Top

Boogie Tee

ASQ/AW/41
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/AW/45
XL

Easy fitting vest in soft textured
organic cotton slub jersey with
contrast neckline and hem
stitching detail. This loose fit,
racer back top is perfect for
layering over a colour-popping
vest or sports bra. With a 70s
inspired star print.
100% Organic Cotton Slub
Jersey
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

ASQ/AW/72

L

XL

Add a little 70’s funk to your
life with our Boogie Tee! Easy
fitting vest in soft, textured
organic cotton slub jersey. This
loose, 3/4 sleeve top is perfect
for layering over vests for your
yoga and Pilates class or wear
with jeans. With a 70’s inspired
slogan.
100% Organic Cotton Slub
Jersey
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

XL

Long Sleeve Batwing
ASQ/AW/73
XS

S

M

L

XL

A wardrobe essential. This
softest, super fine organic
cotton long-sleeved tee has a
flattering, easy-to-wear relaxed
fit. The fabric is lightweight,
breathable and semi-fitted ideal for layering over a yoga
bra or over other tops during
your practice or for postpractice warmth.

This soft, super fine organic
cotton batwing-sleeve tee has
a draped relaxed fit which
flatters larger busts or tummies.
The fabric is lightweight,
breathable and semi-fitted ideal for layering over a yoga
bra or vest during your practice
and keeps you that little bit
more covered when needed.

100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Machine wash 30°C

100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Machine wash 30°C

Storm Grey
Storm Grey

Pages
17, 20

Pages
10, 22

Cool Grey

Cool Grey

Disco Orange

Disco Orange

Page
22

Page
02, 10, 22
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+ 44 (0) 207 792 9414

contact@asquithlondon.com

www.asquithlondon.com

